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Here is the overview of  this e-learning module:

Module title

A look into factory processes of  the future

Module topics 

1. Describing different production processes
2. Learning vocabulary related to ‘Factories of  the future’
3. Describing factories and how they will evolve in 15~50 years

Module goal

The goal of this module is to talk about factories of the future and future production processes.

Read the following questions out loud and take 1 minute to think of possible answers to them:

- What will factories and other production facilities look like in 15-50 years?
- How will processes change and what will production be like in 15-50 years?
- Imagine: how much will production of airplanes / other products evolve by 2030?

What technologies will advance by then?
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Smart               Factory

“These days, factories are more than 
just  manufacturing   facilities  with 
workers stationed at production lines.”
- Airbus Group 

Warm-up Task

Photo credits:  http://www.airbusgroup.com; linkedin.com

http://www.airbusgroup.com/


Task: Describe the manufacturing processes below by
matching each word with its definition.

A. Shipping
B. Mixing
C. Sintering
D. Drying
E. Bonding
F. Inspection
G. Powdering
H. Surface Treatment
I. Primary Molding
J. Secondary Molding

Task  A-1: Vocabulary Review
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- Checking for any defects in quality
- Smoothing the outer layer of  the material 
- Creating the basic shape of  the product 
- Transporting the finished product to client
- Perfecting the shape of  the product
- Putting the chemical ingredients together
- Making sure the material is not wet 
- Forming a solid mass by heat and pressure 
- Making components stick/come together
- Breaking the ingredients into tiny particles

Matching task:

The above manufacturing processes refer to the 
production of large LED panels.



Explore the production process of large LED panels: first look at
the pictures below, then describe the step each picture
shows (hint: see vocabulary below & Task A-1).

Task  A-2: Vocabulary Practice
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Hint!  The processes include:

Shipping, Mixing, Sintering, Drying, Bonding, Inspection, Powdering, 
Surface Treatment, Primary Molding and Secondary Molding
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Industry:
Product:

Task  B-1: Guess the production process
Task: Guess what industry the diagram below describes.  Think about 
the industry-specific production process, and come up with the end product 
the production process shown below creates.

Photo credits: lamieranews.it; automation.com; videohive.net , www.onlineclothingstudy.com, linkedin.com

http://www.onlineclothingstudy.com/
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Task  B-2: Describe the production process
Task: Guess what industry the diagram below describes.  Think about 
the industry-specific production process, and come up with the end product 
the production process shown below creates.

Industry:
Product:

Photo credits: lamieranews.it; automation.com; videohive.net , www.onlineclothingstudy.com, linkedin.com

http://www.onlineclothingstudy.com/


Today’s aerospace factory floor is nothing like the hectic, noisy production facility of the past.
The latest techniques, designs and equipment mean that modern manufacturing is highly
efficient, organized, structured. What of tomorrow?
Exploring a new aircraft in virtual reality and using advanced digital technologies on the shop
floor; production lines where computer-suited personnel and robots work side by side; 3D
printers producing prototypes and series components – Airbus Group is making huge inroads in
this area, turning ideas into reality since 2015.

The automation of assembly line processes is one of the main areas of change in the factory of
the future. Part of this trend is the progressive introduction of smart robots to perform
repetitive tasks, freeing up employees for functions requiring a greater skill or more tasks. Both
Airbus and Airbus Helicopters are increasingly using the help of computerized co-workers
capable of functioning safely alongside their human colleagues. “We're looking at automation
systems for high-volume repetitive activities where our workers bring no added value” says
Research & Technology head at Airbus. 8

Task C: Reading / Shadowing ‘Factory of  the future’
Reference: article by Álvaro Friera ,Favila Roces ,Hugo Alloy ‘Factory of the future: New ways of manufacturing’



Redefining 'teammates‘

Airbus has identified seven lines of work to optimize its industrial system before 2020. One key
area is the increased use of automated techniques, which are already saving time in the
traditional processes for identifying and diagnosing issues or defects on the aircraft production
line. And Airbus is going a step further, slowly releasing robotic applications every year or so
from now on. These include lightweight robots and systems designed to handle specific tasks.

Exoskeletons for assembly

As part of its future vision, Airbus is also looking at boosting workers' abilities, helping them
to lift heavy loads or work in difficult spaces. "We are developing a wearable robotic device, or
exoskeleton," says the Airbus Research & Technology manager. “It uses a light and soft frame,
based on the Steadicam harness used by cameramen, and can help the wearer manipulate
certain elements by improving the ergonomic conditions."

Airbus Helicopters has already deployed a first-generation mechanical exoskeleton at the plant
in southern France and is investigating the application of more sophisticated electronic
exoskeletons for production of helicopters and later airplanes. Airbus is also piloting the use
of a 2-arm humanoid robot at the Puerto Real plant [Above: Exoskeleton © Martial Petit].
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Painting and testing fuselages

The introduction of robots at Airbus Helicopters is being accelerated by new technological
improvements. The newest units will be programmed to move independently throughout the
workshop without disrupting or potentially harming their human co-workers.

“First we introduced safe, lightweight robots with a single arm, capable of autonomously
moving around inside the aircraft to streamline installation of brackets in the fuselage,”
explains Airbus Research & Technology manager. Soon, Airbus plans to install collaborative
units with a higher degree of freedom, solving more complex applications in hard-to-access
areas and for use at assembly stations with no change in infrastructure.

The Division’s Aeronautical Factory of the Future research program is studying the
application of collaborative robots to perform waterproofing tests on fuselages, doors and
windows – a meticulous process that is taxing on the human body. The robot would track the
entire perimeter of the part, centimeter by centimeter, recording and listening for noise that
would indicate a leak or hole in the airframe. Another area being explored for greater
automation is in the manufacture of helicopter blades’ skin. The skin requires the highest
levels of precision, and the Division is testing a robot prototype to perform this task.

Airbus Helicopters also plans to use robots to paint complex decorations and markings on
helicopters, and to apply coatings on primary parts like the rotor hub. "With robots, we will
optimize the finishing painting workflow – from green surface preparation to curing the final
topcoat – with low energy consumption. This will help us to optimize weight and cycle
savings," says head of 'Aeronautical Factory of the Future' project at Airbus.
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Comprehension questions: 30-45 seconds each
1. What is the modern-day Airbus factory like? Summarize in 2-3 sentences.
2. How can Airbus factory workers use prosthetic technology to optimize ergonomic conditions

during lifting heavy parts while manufacturing?
4. When and how will Airbus include more advanced technology in the factory?
5. How different is this factory from typical production facility of 20th century?
6. List some ways you imagine factories and processes could be innovated in the future (2030).

Special-task: Speaking practice: 1 minute each
1. Do you think it is dangerous or still safe to include a lot of advanced technology
into the manufacturing process, so that fully automated robots work beside human
workers? Why? (provide reasons)

2. How do you see the future of manufacturing? Describe your vision in 3-4 sentences.

3. Imagine you were assigned to a project at Airbus’ smart factory to further streamline
operations and improve efficiency. What areas would you look into and modify - why?
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Review of  this e-learning module:

Module title

A look into factory processes of  the future

Module topics 

1. Describing different production processes
2. Learning vocabulary related to ‘Factories of  the future’
3. Describing factories and how they will evolve in 15~50 years

Module goal

The goal of this module was to talk about factories of the future and manufacturing processes.

Read the following questions out loud and take 1 minute to think of possible answers to them:

- What will factories / production facilities look like in 15-50 years?
- What will manufacturing processes be like in about 15-50 years?
- Imagine: how much will production of airplanes and other products evolve by 2030?

What technologies will advance by then?

Thank you for participating and please fill out the online questionnaire. END
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